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Detection of gratings through opaque metal layers by optical measurements of ultrafast electron dynamics

The first step in the generation of extremely-high frequency acoustic waves is the absorption of the light by the free-electron gas. The subsequent thermalization and cooling of the electron gas together with the electron energy diffusion, are essential ingredients to determine where the absorbed energy is transformed into lattice heat. This determines the extent and shape of the generated acoustic wave. In this chapter, we show measurements and calculations of electron dynamics in single metallic layers and in metallic bilayers upon excitation with a femtosecond laser pulse. We show that the electron dynamics is strongly influenced by the thickness of the metal and by the strength of the electron-phonon coupling constant. These effects can be used to determine the presence and nature of a metal layer (grating) buried below another metal layer.

This chapter has been published as Opt. Express 26, 23380–23396 (2018) [46].
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4.1 Introduction

When a femtosecond pulse is absorbed by the metal within the optical skin depth, a non-thermal distribution of excited electrons is created. These electrons undergo ballistic and diffusive motion and thermalize to a Fermi-Dirac distribution, due to electron-electron scattering, on a time scale of up to hundreds of femtoseconds [40,47–50]. An acoustic wave is generated as the thermalized electron gas cools by heating up the lattice, a process that typically takes a few picoseconds. Therefore it is essential to study the electron-lattice dynamics just after the optical excitation for a better understanding of the acoustic wave generation in metals.

The interaction of femtosecond laser pulses with metals has been an area of active research in photochemistry [51,52], laser ablation [53], and in the generation of coherent terahertz pulses from the surface of metals [54–57]. Numerous studies have led to an improved understanding of the fundamental processes involved when a femtosecond laser pulse irradiates metal layers of nanometer-scale thickness [21,22,24,58–73].

Surprisingly, although electron dynamics following ultrafast optical excitation in single metal layers of nanometer-scale thickness is fairly well understood, only a few experimental studies of metallic bilayers have been published. The presence of one type of metal below a layer made of a different metal is not only expected to affect the electron dynamics in the top layer [67–69,74–76], but also the location inside the bilayer system where lattice heating occurs [77,78]. This is obviously highly relevant for ablation experiments, but, interestingly enough, they also hint at the possibility to use these effects to detect and, possibly, image buried metal layers and buried micro-and nano-structures [79].

In this chapter, we show that gold and copper gratings, buried below an optically opaque, flat gold layer, can be detected at the surface of the gold by observing transient optical diffraction. The transient diffraction is the result of an electron temperature grating that forms after exciting the flat gold layer with a single femtosecond laser pulse. This temperature grating is the result of the different electron dynamics above the valleys and the trenches of the real, buried grating and leads to a grating in the optical...
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constants near the surface of the gold from which a probe pulse can be diffracted. Time resolved diffraction measurements on flat metallic bilayers, in which two overlapping and interfering pump pulses form a spatially periodic, grating-like excitation pattern, confirm that electron dynamics is a sensitive probe of the type and thickness of the buried metal underneath the opaque gold layer. They hint at the possibility to use these effects for optical detection and alignment applications.

4.2 Experimental setup

Figure 4.1: Schematic of the experimental setup: components include a non-linear optical crystal (BBO), Half Wave Plate (HWP) and photodiodes. The two frequency-doubled 400 nm pump pulses are focused onto the sample at the same position, but under different angles to form a spatially periodic intensity pattern. The 800 nm probe pulse that diffracts off the resulting grating in the optical constants of the sample, is recorded by the detectors while the delay line is used to change the pump-probe delay.

A schematic of the experimental setup used for our experiments is shown in Figure 4.1. The laser system used is a Ti:Sapphire multi-pass amplifier (Femtopower, Spectra Physics) generating 30 fs pulses, with a wavelength centered at 800 nm and with a repetition rate of 1 kHz. The output from the laser is split into two using a 1% beam splitter. The stronger part is frequency doubled with a 100 µm BBO crystal to generate 400 nm pump pulses. A half wave plate (HWP) rotates the polarization of the 400 nm
pump pulse by 90° so that both the pump and the probe are p-polarized. For experiments on flat samples, the pump pulses are split into two by a 50% beamsplitter. One part passes through a 500 Hz mechanical chopper. Both beams are then weakly focused onto the sample at a different angle. On the sample, the two pump pulses overlap in space and time to create a spatially periodic interference pattern with a period determined by the angle between the beams. In our experiments, we have a grating period of about 6 μm. The spatially periodic excitation of the metal leads to spatially periodic changes in the optical constants of the metal, that can be observed by diffracting a delayed probe pulse off the transient grating. By measuring the diffracted signal as a function of the pump-probe delay, we can measure the decay of this transient grating, giving information on the electron dynamics. Using different, fixed wavelengths for pump and probe allows us to use optical filters to block scattered pump light from entering the probe detector. The diffracted pulse energy is recorded by a silicon photodiode placed at the position where we expect the first-order diffracted beam. The analog signal recorded from the photodiode is converted to a digital signal and averaged over 100 pulses. The diffracted probe signal recorded by the detector when the chopper blocks the pump beam is subtracted from the diffracted probe signal when the pump beam is transmitted by the chopper and plotted as a function of the pump-probe delay. The signal recorded by the detector in the absence of the pump pulse is from probe light scattered by the surface roughness of the sample. Depending on the experiment, we probe from the front surface or from the back surface. In the latter case, the probe pulse passes through the glass substrate and probes the metal near the glass-metal interface. The pump beam has a spot size of 1.5 mm on the sample and the pump pulse energy ranges from 3 μJ to 15 μJ depending on the experiment. The probe pulse energy was kept constant at 1 μJ. This is a significant fraction of the pump-pulse energy to maximize the possibility of detecting signals on samples demonstrating a low diffraction efficiency. However, in our experiments we mostly pump and probe Au in which about 60% of the 400 nm wavelength pump-pulse energy is absorbed and only about 2% of the 800 nm wavelength probe-pulse energy. The typical diffraction efficiencies, recorded when the pump and probe overlap, range from 10^{-5} to 10^{-4}, depending on the pump pulse energy and the sample thickness. For the
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All samples used in the experiments are prepared by physical vapor deposition at a pressure below $10^{-6}$ mbar on a chemically cleaned glass substrate. The film thickness was determined using a quartz crystal thickness monitor with a $\pm 5\%$ uncertainty. For experiments on bilayer thin films, the materials were evaporated one after the other without disturbing the vacuum of the evaporator. The metal gratings on the flat layer of gold were fabricated by UV lithography.

4.3 Numerical calculations

4.3.1 Laser pulse absorption calculation

For a proper understanding of our experiments on flat bilayer samples and buried grating samples, it is important to calculate where the optical energy is deposited inside the material. To calculate the absorption of the light inside the metal layers, we solve Maxwell’s equations with the appropriate boundary conditions. This calculation is important in the case of bilayer samples, because the incident laser pulse can directly excite the electrons in the second metal layer. To include the absorption of light in the second layer, we solve Maxwell’s equations for a system of four materials as illustrated in Figure 4.2. This resembles the experiment in which, air, the first metal, the second metal and the substrate are the four different materials through which the laser pulse propagates. Material 1 and 4 are infinitely thick while materials 2 and 3 have a finite thickness. The first material represents air and material 4 represents glass. Material 2 and material 3 are the Au and Pt metal (or other metals used in the experiment) layers respectively. From the basic electromagnetic equations, we can understand that a wave incident on the interface between material 1 and material 2 will undergo partial reflection into the first material and partial transmission into the second material. The partially transmitted wave undergoes further partial reflection and transmission at the interface between material 2 and 3 and, material 3 and 4. To calculate the spatial distribution of absorption in material 2 and material 3, we need to obtain the complete electric and
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magnetic field expressions describing the magnitude and direction of the fields. We assume that all fields propagate perpendicular to the interfaces.

![Figure 4.2: Geometry used for the calculation: Material 1 and 4 have an infinite extent to the left and right side respectively. Material 2 and 3 have a finite thickness of $l_2$ and $l_3$ respectively. The electromagnetic wave originating from material 1 propagates through all four materials after undergoing partial reflection and transmission at each interface.]

Due to the non-magnetic nature of gold and platinum we can safely assume $\mu = \mu_0$ for all materials. In absence of any charged particles or currents, we can write the electric and magnetic fields inside each material as

\[
\vec{E}(z, t) = E_0(t) \left\{ \begin{array}{ll}
(e^{ik_1 z} + re^{-ik_1 z})\hat{x}, & z < 0 \\
(ac e^{ik_2 z} + be^{-ik_2 z})\hat{x}, & 0 < z < l_2 \\
(c e^{ik_3 (z-l_2)} + de^{-ik_3 (z-l_2)})\hat{x}, & l_2 < z < (l_2 + l_3) \\
t(e^{ik_4 (z-(l_2+l_3))})\hat{x}, & z > (l_2 + l_3) \\
\end{array} \right.
\]

\[
\vec{H}(z, t) = \frac{E_0(t)}{\omega \mu} \left\{ \begin{array}{ll}
k_1 (e^{ik_1 z} - re^{-ik_1 z})\hat{y}, & z < 0 \\
k_2 (ac e^{ik_2 z} - be^{-ik_2 z})\hat{y}, & 0 < z < l_2 \\
k_3 (c e^{ik_3 (z-l_2)} - de^{-ik_3 (z-l_2)})\hat{y}, & l_2 < z < (l_2 + l_3) \\
k_4 (te^{ik_4 (z-(l_2+l_3))})\hat{y}, & z > (l_2 + l_3) \\
\end{array} \right.
\]

where $a, b, c, d, t, r, k_1$ and $k_4$ are assumed to be real and $k_2 = a$ and $k_3$ are
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Here \( k_2 = \omega \tilde{n}_2/c \) and \( k_3 = \omega \tilde{n}_3/c \) with \( \tilde{n}_{2,3} = n_{2,3} + i\kappa_{2,3} \) being the complex refractive index of material 2 and 3 respectively. The pulsed excitation is incorporated by our choice of electric field,

\[
E_0(t) = Ae^{-4\ln2(t/\tau_p)^2} \times e^{-i\omega t},
\]

where \( \tau_p \) is the full width at half maximum pulse duration of the electric field envelope and \( A \) is the amplitude of the electric field.

We use the boundary condition that both the electric and magnetic field components parallel to the interface are continuous across each interface and solve the resulting set of equations to obtain expressions for \( a, b, c, d, t \) and \( r \). This allows us to write the expression for the space and time-dependent fields in all four materials. From these we calculate the single oscillation time average of the Poynting vector, \( \langle \vec{S} \rangle \). From \( \langle \vec{S} \rangle \), the optical power absorbed per unit volume is expressed as,

\[
\frac{\partial u}{\partial t} = -\vec{\nabla} \cdot \langle \vec{S} \rangle, \tag{4.3}
\]

where \( u \) is the electromagnetic energy density. We use the refractive index \( n \) and extinction coefficient \( \kappa \) values of Au and Pt to calculate the optical intensity distribution and absorption inside the Au-Pt bilayer [77]. The result is the source term in the two-temperature model.

4.3.2 Two temperature model

To gain some insight into the physical processes taking place during and after optical excitation, we also performed calculations of the electron and lattice temperatures using the two-temperature model (TTM). For the calculations shown in this chapter, we numerically solve the TTM in 1 D. In the model, the electron gas is assumed to be thermalized at all times during and after excitation with, and is described by a time-dependent temperature \( T_e \), while the lattice is assumed to have a time-dependent temperature \( T_l \). The time evolution of the temperature is modeled by two coupled differential equations, originally proposed by Anisimov et al. [19] and can, assuming a one-dimensional geometry, be written as [21],
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\[ C_e(T_e) \frac{\partial T_e}{\partial t} = \frac{\partial}{\partial z} \left( K_e \frac{\partial T_e}{\partial z} \right) - g(T_e - T_l) + \frac{\partial u}{\partial t} \] (4.4)

\[ C_l \frac{\partial T_l}{\partial t} = g(T_e - T_l). \] (4.5)

Here, \( C_e \) and \( C_l \) are the respective heat capacities of the electron gas and the lattice, \( K_e \) is the thermal conductivity of the electron gas, \( g \) is the electron-phonon coupling constant and \( \frac{\partial u}{\partial t} \) is the source term. The source term describes when and where energy is deposited in the system by the laser pulse. Note that in Eq. 4.5, we left out a term for lattice heat diffusion since this is typically slow on the time scales of our experiment. We use the relations \( C_e = A_e T_e \) and \( K_e = K_0 \times T_e/T_l \) [21] and solve the TTM numerically to calculate the time evolution of \( T_e \) and \( T_l \), using the actual experimental parameters and using material properties obtained from literature and shown in Table 4.1. By assuming instantaneous local thermalization of the electron gas we ignore ballistic transport of the electrons which is known to occur in gold in the first \( \approx 100 \text{ fs} \) [61].

As we will show in the following sections, we find a remarkable correspondence between the measured, time-dependent, diffracted signal, and the calculated time-dependent electron temperature. There is no a priori reason to assume that the diffraction efficiency \( \eta \) should linearly depend on the change in the electron temperature \( \Delta T_e \). It can be shown that the diffraction efficiency \( \eta \) scales as \( \eta \propto (\Delta \epsilon)^2 \), with \( \Delta \epsilon \) being the change in the complex dielectric function [45]. If we assuming that changes in the dielectric function are dominated by changes in the electron gas temperature \( \Delta T_e \), we conclude that this linear relation must imply \( \Delta \epsilon \propto \sqrt{\Delta T_e} \). This is different from the often made assumption that \( \Delta \epsilon \propto \Delta T_e \) [50, 69, 73] or \( \Delta \epsilon \propto \Delta(T_e)^2 \) [70, 80]. We currently do not know what the origin is of the different temperature dependencies of the dielectric function extracted from the experiments. A full theoretical analysis of the time-dependent complex dielectric function after optical excitation requires detailed calculations of the contribution of inter- and intraband transitions to the changes in the complex dielectric function. Hohlfeld et. al. [62] showed that this can give satisfactory results, but such an effort is beyond the scope of this chapter. Here, we focus on the ability to use electron dynamics to detect gratings,
buried below an opaque metal. It is interesting, though, that our calculations of the electron temperature use only material parameters known from the literature. Only the electron-phonon coupling constant of gold that we use is on the low side of the range of values found in the literature. There are no adjustable parameters in our model as excitation parameters are taken from the experimental values. We have placed calculations of the time-dependent electron temperature alongside some of the measurements as they provide important physical insight into the electron and lattice dynamics occurring after excitation.

Table 4.1: Material constants used in our two temperature model calculations. Listed are the electron-phonon coupling constant $g$, electron specific heat constant $A_e$, thermal conductivity $K_0$ at $T = 273$ K and lattice heat capacity $C_l$. [21,64,81–85]. We have used the relations $C_e = A_e T_e$ and $K_e = K_0 \times T_e/T_l$ [21].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Metals</th>
<th>$g$ (10$^{16}$ Wm$^{-3}$K$^{-1}$)</th>
<th>$A_e$ (Jm$^{-3}$K$^{-2}$)</th>
<th>$K_0$ (Wm$^{-1}$K$^{-1}$)</th>
<th>$C_l$ (10$^5$ Jm$^{-3}$K$^{-1}$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gold</td>
<td>1.6-2.6</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>318</td>
<td>24.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Platinum</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>740</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>27.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Copper</td>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>401</td>
<td>35.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silver</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>428</td>
<td>25.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 4.4 Results and Discussion

Prior to our experiments on buried gratings, we performed pump-probe experiments with interfering pump pulses forming a spatially periodic, grating-like excitation pattern, on single layers of gold and gold-metal bilayers. These so-called transient-grating experiments were performed to obtain a better understanding of the electron dynamics and, in a few cases, to compare with results known from literature.
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Figure 4.3: Diffracted front-probe signal vs. pump-probe delay for different gold thicknesses at a pump fluence of 0.8 mJ/cm².

4.4.1 Dependence of electron dynamics on Au layer thickness

To study how the electron dynamics is affected by the thickness of a metal layer, we performed transient-grating pump-probe measurement on Au layers having different thicknesses. In Figure 4.3, the normalized first-order diffracted signal is plotted as a function of pump-probe delay for 30, 45, 80, 150, 200 and 500 nm thick gold layers. At delay zero, when pump and probe pulses overlap in time, the diffraction efficiency rises to its maximum value within less than 100 fs. For gold layers thicker than about 100 nm, this is followed by a rapid decrease of the diffraction efficiency to zero within a few ps. In contrast, for thin gold layers, the decrease of the diffraction efficiency proceeds at a much slower pace taking up to 10 ps for the 30 nm sample. For thin layers, after 0.5 ps, the diffraction efficiency appears to decay linearly with delay for a few picoseconds. The results are similar to those obtained by Hohlfeld et al. who measured the transient reflectivity of gold layers [61] after illumination with 400 nm pulses, although there are some subtle differences between their results and ours. Most notably, the fast and sharp peak around delay zero with a width of about 0.5 ps, visible in our measurements in all but the 30 and 45 nm thick samples, is absent in the Hohlfeld paper. We think that this is due to the relatively
long pulses of 200 fs used in their experiments, as this would partially smear out rapidly changing signals. The initial fast decay observed for the thicker gold layers is caused by rapid electron energy diffusion out of the tens of nanometers thick surface layer probed by the 800 nm probe pulse. For thin layers, the electron energy becomes relatively homogeneously distributed over the entire thickness of the metal layer almost immediately, such that net spatial diffusion of energy out of the probe optical interaction region near the surface becomes negligible. The diffraction signal decay is then dominated by cooling of the electron gas by transfer of electron energy to the lattice, a process that is relatively slow for Au [61].

In Figure 4.4, we plot the probe signal diffracted from both the air-Au interface (front probe) and the glass-Au interface (back probe), for two different thicknesses of Au, 45 nm in Figure 4.4 (c) and 100 nm in Figure 4.4 (d), for various pump powers. Additional measurements of the front probe diffraction efficiency as a function of time, for various thicknesses of gold are similar to those shown by others [61]. In all cases, the 400 nm pump beams illuminate the Au from the front-side. As it is difficult to compare the absolute diffraction efficiencies for the front and back-probe cases, we applied a scaling factor to the back-probe signal such, that for a single pump intensity, both the front-probe signal and the back-probe signal overlap as much as possible for time delays larger than 0.5 ps. We then use the same scaling factor for the curves at different intensities. Different scaling factors were used for the 45 nm Au and 100 nm Au back probe signals and the signal strengths shown in Figure 4.4 (c) cannot be compared with those in Figure 4.4 (d). In both figures, the front probe diffraction efficiency is seen to rise on a rapid time scale of $\approx 100$ fs. For the 45 nm sample in Figure 4.4 (c), this then gradually decays towards zero for increasing time delays. For the 100 nm sample in Figure 4.4 (d), the decay is initially rapid, and then slows down. In both measurements, excitation with two spatially and temporally overlapping pump pulses results in a spatially periodic electron gas temperature $T_e(x,t)$ along the surface, in a direction perpendicular to the grating lines. This temperature grating is formed when in the bright fringes of the interference pattern the electron gas is rapidly heated whereas in the dark fringes, where the electron gas is not excited, the temperature remains 297 K. The amplitude of this electron-gas temperature grating,
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Figure 4.4: (a) Schematic showing the pump and front-probe: the samples were pumped from the air-Au side and probed from the air-Au side. (b) Schematic showing the pump and back-probe: the samples were pumped from the air-Au side and probed the glass-Au side. (c) Diffracted front-probe and back-probe signal as a function of pump-probe delay at various pump fluences for 45 nm gold layer and (d) 100 nm gold layer.

$\Delta T_e(t)$, is thus determined by the difference between the temperatures in the bright and the dark fringes. The heating of the electron gas leads to changes in the complex dielectric function of the metal. A grating in the electron-gas temperature thus leads to a grating in the dielectric function. From this grating, a probe pulse can be diffracted. As such, the diffracted signals observed in Figure 4.4 (c) and (d) are correlated with the dynamics of $\Delta T_e(t)$.

The rapid decay, observed during the first 0.5 ps for the 100 nm thick
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Sample, was not observed by Hohlfeld et. al. [61], presumably because they used longer pulses in their experiments which may have given rise to a smearing out of the sharp peak. Interestingly, the results show that for the 45 nm gold film the signal shapes for the front and back-probe signals are very similar. This observation agrees with the assumption that for thin layers, after optical excitation, the electron energy is quickly redistributed relatively homogeneously throughout the layer [61]. This redistribution causes the measured dynamics, now dominated by electron cooling through lattice heating, to be the same everywhere. However, for the 100 nm gold layer, the front- and back-probe signals are different. There, we find that the front probe signal shows a rapid rise and decay, but that the back-probe signal rises more slowly. For pump-probe time delays larger than about 0.5 ps, the signals look similar and, again only one vertical scaling factor is applied to the back-probe signals to overlap all the front- and back-probe signals for this sample. The sharp rise/fall time of the front-probe signal and the slower rise of the back-probe signal are the result of ballistic transport and diffusion of electron energy out of the front-surface front-probe interaction region towards and into the back-probe interaction region near the Au-glass interface [61]. For 100 nm Au this process takes a few hundred femtoseconds which explains the slower rise of the back-probe diffracted signal. This also means that after this time the electron energy distribution should be relatively homogeneous again, explaining why for delays larger than about 0.5 ps the front-and back-probe signals look similar.

4.4.2 Electron dynamics in Gold-Platinum bilayers

To better understand the measurements on buried gratings discussed later in this chapter, we also studied the effect that a buried metal layer has on the electron dynamics observed at the gold surface. Initially, we chose platinum as the buried metal layer due to its very high electron-phonon coupling strength when compared to gold. In Figure 4.5 (a) we plot the measured diffracted front-probe diffraction efficiency versus pump-probe time delay for a bilayer consisting of 30 nm of Au deposited on 30 nm of Pt. In the same figure, we also plot the time-dependent front-probe diffraction efficiency for a single 30 nm thick layer of Au. The figure shows that the
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Figure 4.5: (a) The measured front-probe diffracted signal vs. pump-probe delay for a pump fluence of 0.80 mJ/cm² on a sample with 30 nm Pt under 30 nm Au. (b) The experimentally measured front-probe diffracted signal vs. pump-probe delay on a sample with 5 nm Pt under 150 nm Au. (c) The numerically calculated electron temperature $T_e$ vs. time for the sample with 30 nm Pt under 30 nm Au. (d) The numerically calculated $T_e$ vs. time for the sample with 5 nm Pt under 150 nm Au.

The presence of the Pt layer underneath the gold dramatically accelerates the decay of the diffracted probe signal. Note that, although no signal for a Au thickness of 60 nm was measured, the results shown in Figure 4.4 for 45 and 100 nm thick single Au layers suggest that for 60 nm of gold, the decay would be in between these two cases and would still be significantly slower than for 30 nm of Au on Pt. To determine the limits of the effect that Pt has on the decay of the measured diffracted signal, we plot in Figure 4.5 (b) the front-probe diffraction efficiency versus pump-probe delay for a sample consisting of 150 nm of Au on 5 nm of Pt and for a sample consisting of 150 nm Au only. This gold layer thickness was chosen to eliminate the
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possibility of the 400 nm pump beam directly exciting the Pt since the 400 nm light has a penetration depth of about 16 nm in Au. Remarkably, the results show that for this particular bilayer, even the effect of a buried Pt layer as thin as 5 nm on the shape of the diffracted signal versus pump-probe delay, is still measurable. The tell-tale sign of the effect of the buried Pt layer is that the transition from an initial fast decay to a slower decay, as observed in the gold-only sample, is absent. This means that the difference between the single Au layer and the bilayer manifests itself most strongly for longer time delays, as shown in Figure 4.5 (b).

This difference in decay due to the presence of a platinum layer can be simulated using TTM calculations. In Figure 4.5 (c) and Figure 4.5 (d), we plot the calculated electron temperature at a depth of 8 nm from the top surface of the gold layer as a function of time, using the same parameters as in the experiments. For the sample with 30 nm Au on top of 30 nm Pt, the electron temperature decreases rapidly due to the presence of the platinum layer. For the sample with 5 nm Pt under 150 nm Au, the electron temperature decreases at a slightly slower rate than in 150 nm Au. We note that the calculation of the time-dependent electron temperature closely resembles the measurements of the diffraction efficiency versus pump-probe time delay.

We can explain this behavior by looking at the electron-lattice dynamics occurring in the buried platinum layer. After optical excitation, the electron energy diffuses deeper into the gold layer and beyond into the platinum layer. The electron-phonon coupling constant of platinum, however, is about two orders of magnitude higher than that of gold. This means that thermalized electrons that diffuse into the platinum, immediately lose energy to the Pt lattice and quickly cool. Thus, a strong electron-temperature gradient between the gold and platinum layer is maintained, which in turn drives the rate of electron gas energy diffusion out of the probe interaction region near the surface of gold into the deeper regions of the gold and into the platinum layer. These results are interesting, because they show that even a Pt layer as thin as 5 nm has a measurable effect on the decay observed near the surface of a 150 nm thick Au layer. This suggests that a pump-probe technique may be used for sub-surface metrology, in particular the localization and inspection of buried structures underneath optically
opaque metal layers.

![Image](image.png)

Figure 4.6: The measured diffracted signal from the front-probe (red) and back-probe (black) for a pump fluence of 0.80 mJ/cm$^2$ on a sample with 30 nm Pt under 30 nm Au.

To confirm that the energy is deposited in the Pt layer, we performed experiments on a sample with 30 nm platinum on 30 nm gold in which we pump from the gold side and probe from the platinum side (back probe) as well as the gold side (front probe). In Figure 4.6, we plot the diffracted front-probe and back-probe signal as a function of the pump-probe delay. As it is difficult to compare the absolute diffraction efficiencies for the front and back-probe cases, we instead applied a scaling factor to the back-probe signal so that both the front-probe signal and the back-probe signal can be plotted in the same graph. The back probe signal was smoothed by nearest neighbor averaging. For the front probe, the signal rises rapidly and then decays in 1-2 ps, indicating a rapid drop in electron temperature. This plot is similar to Figure 4.6 (a) and the physics has been discussed earlier in this section. In contrast, the signal from the back probe shows a gradual increase for about 0.7 ps followed by a small decrease to a lower value and then continues to increase very slightly.

This different behavior of the back probe signal vs. pump-probe time delay can be explained by including the lattice dynamics of the Pt-Au layer. The initial rise of the back-probe signal seen in Figure 4.6 is interpreted as resulting from the diffusion of electron energy into the Pt layer and
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Simultaneous heating of the Pt lattice by the electron gas. The small decay is the result of the cooling of the electron gas, but it is superimposed on the growing signal caused by the heating of the lattice. The slow and weak increase of the signal after 2 ps is real. The TTM calculations (not shown here) indicate that, at a time delay of about 1 ps, the Pt lattice temperature has a strong gradient, being higher near the Pt/Au interface and lower near the back of the Pt, where the probe pulse interacts with the Pt. Equilibration of the difference occurs through electron energy diffusion, where electrons pick up the lattice energy from the hotter regions, and deposit this in the cooler regions. The latter gives rise to a slowly increasing lattice temperature in the regions where the probe pulse interacts with the Pt and thus an increasing diffraction signal. Our measurements are consistent with observations made in the context of ultra-high frequency sound-wave generation by indirect heating of Ti underneath Cu on a Cu-Ti bilayer, where indirect heating of a Ti layer underneath a Cu layer was shown to generate ultra-high frequency sound-wave packets [86].

Figure 4.7: (a) The measured front-probe diffracted signal vs. pump-probe delay for a pump fluence of 0.96 mJ/cm² on bilayer samples with different thicknesses of platinum (0, 2, 5, 15, 30 nm) buried under 50 nm gold, (b) The numerically calculated electron temperature $T_e$ vs. time for these samples using the same pump fluence as used in the experiment.

To more systematically study the effect of the thickness of the Pt layer on the probe-diffraction decay curves, we fabricated samples in which we kept the Au layer thickness fixed while varying the Pt layer thickness. In Figure 4.7 (a), we plot the measured front-probe diffraction signal as a function of
pump-probe delay from bilayer samples having a buried Pt layer thickness of 0, 2, 5, 15, and 30 nm underneath a 50 nm layer of Au. The pump fluence in these experiments is 0.96 mJ/cm². The results clearly show that thicker Pt layers lead to a more rapid decay of the probe diffraction efficiency versus pump-probe time delay. Remarkably, even a Pt layer as thin as 2 nm is capable of speeding up the measured decay significantly.

In Figure 4.7 (b), we plot the calculated electron temperature at a depth of 8 nm from the top surface of gold as a function of time for these samples. In the simulation, the same parameters were used as in the experiment. The calculations show that the electron temperature decays faster for samples with a thicker layer of platinum buried underneath and are in good agreement with the experimental results. However, the constant level to which the curves decay, seen in the calculation, is somewhat higher compared to what is observed in the experiments.

We can intuitively understand this behavior as a thicker layer of platinum acts as a more effective electron energy heat sink. This results in a higher rate of diffusion of electron energy out of the optical probe interaction region near the Au surface, and a subsequently more rapid drop in electron temperature. This measurement thus shows that some measure of control of the rate of diffusion of electron gas energy between the two metal layers is possible by varying the buried metal thickness. In fact, changing the thickness of the buried platinum also affects the maximum Pt lattice temperature reached, after optical excitation. This study might also help to better understand the ablation mechanism and threshold in metallic bilayers [78].

4.4.3 Electron dynamics in bilayers with other metals

To confirm that it is the strength of the electron-phonon coupling constant that is responsible for the increase in the observed probe diffraction decay rate, we also fabricated bilayers in which we varied the type of metal underneath the gold layer. In Figure 4.8 (a) we plot the front-probe diffracted signal as a function of pump-probe time-delay, for bilayers consisting of 50 nm of Au on top of 30 nm of four different metals, being: Pt, Cu, Ag and Au, (the last case thus consisting of 80 nm of Au in total). For complete-
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Figure 4.8: (a) The measured front-probe diffracted signal vs. time for a pump fluence 0.80 mJ/cm$^2$ for bilayer samples with different materials buried under 50 nm Au. (b) The numerically calculated electron temperature $T_e$ vs. time for the same pump fluence as used in the experiments.

ness, we also show the results for a 50 nm single layer of gold. The pump fluence in these measurements was 0.80 mJ/cm$^2$.

The Figure 4.8 (a) shows that the decay of the diffraction efficiency versus time for 50 nm of Au on Pt, also shown in Figure 4.7 (a), is the fastest, followed by Au on Cu, which is also faster than 50 nm + 30 nm of Au only, but slower than the signal for Au on Pt. The decay for 50 nm Au on 30 nm Ag is about as fast as that for 50 nm Au + 30 nm Au. In agreement with the results shown in section 4.4.1, the signal for 80 nm of Au decays faster than the signal for 50 nm of gold.

In Figure 4.8 (b), we plot the calculated electron temperature at a depth of 8 nm from the surface of Au as a function of time for these samples. The decay of the electron temperature is fastest for the sample with a buried layer of platinum. The decay gets slower as the buried layer is changed from platinum to copper to silver and finally to gold. This is in good agreement with the experimental results. The decay of the measured diffracted signal correlates with the strength of the electron-phonon coupling in the various metals listed in Table 4.1, with materials having a stronger electron-phonon coupling showing a faster decay. The electron-phonon coupling constants of Ag and Au are more or less the same and so are the measured decay rates.
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4.4.4 Detection of a buried grating

Figure 4.9: (a) The schematic of the experimental setup. The single 400 nm pump pulse illuminates the flat 100 nm Au from the glass side. The probe pulse diffracts off the spatially periodic electron temperature that is created due to the difference in the electron diffusion behavior caused by the 40 nm Au/Cu. Schematic of the electron temperature after 1 ps is shown using the colour scheme. (b) The measured diffracted signal vs. time from the glass-Au interface. (c) Numerically calculated electron temperature $T_e$ vs. time for 100 nm Au (black), 140 nm Au (green) and 100 nm Au (red) on 40 nm Cu (d) The difference between the calculated $T_e$ for 100 nm Au and 140 nm gives the green curve. This is similar to the measured green curve from a 100 nm Au with 40 nm Au grating underneath. The difference between the calculated $T_e$ for 100 nm Au and 140 nm Au/40 nm Cu gives the red curve. This is similar to the measured red curve from a 100 nm Au with 40 nm Cu grating underneath.

To demonstrate that thermalized electron gas dynamics can be used to detect buried structures, we evaporated 100 nm Au on a glass substrate and fabricated a 40 nm thick Au grating with a 6 $\mu$m pitch and 50% duty cycle with UV lithography on top of this layer, as schematically shown in Fig-
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A similar sample was also made with a 40 nm Cu grating on top of a 100 nm Au layer. We performed a pump-probe experiment with a single pump pulse on these samples by pumping and probing from the substrate side. Thus, both the pump and the probe beam see a nominally flat surface and the grating is optically hidden. Since we pump from the glass side, where the gold is flat, we will henceforth refer to the gratings on top as “buried” gratings. We chose to fabricate gratings on top of the flat layer, to ensure that there is no residual topography of the grating at the flat top surface (which, in this case, is at the glass-Au interface). The other way around, evaporating Au onto a metal grating, leaves a residual grating topography at the top surface which gives rise to a significant diffraction, even after polishing. In the experiments described in the previous sections we used two pump pulses, forming a spatially periodic interference pattern, to excite the sample. This gives rise to a spatially periodic electron gas temperature leading to a spatially periodic complex dielectric function. In contrast, here, we use a single pump pulse to homogeneously illuminate the sample. In what follows, we argue that the observation of first-order diffraction in this case is proof that a spatially periodic electron gas temperature pattern is nonetheless also formed. Such an electron gas temperature grating, following homogeneous excitation, can be formed due to the different rates of electron gas energy diffusion above the valleys and above the ridges of the grating. As we have shown in the previous sections, differences in the electron-energy diffusion rate can be caused both by differences in the thickness of a metal and also by the type of metal buried underneath. The former is illustrated by the gold grating behind a flat gold layer, the latter by a copper grating behind a flat gold layer. In Figure 4.9 (b), we plot the first-order diffracted signal for both the Au on Au grating and the Cu on Au grating. We find that the onset of diffraction is delayed, in comparison to the measured time-dependent diffraction using two interfering pump-pulses on a flat region on the same sample, by about 0.4 ps. After this time, diffraction is observed but surprisingly, the diffracted signal increases slower than for a single Au layer. For the Au-Au grating the rise time is about 1 ps, whereas for the Cu-Au grating we observe a rise time of about 3 ps. We emphasize that with a single pump, and thus without pump interference grating, the observation of diffraction in itself implies a grating in the optical constants of Au near the glass-Au interface, caused
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by the buried gratings. Indeed, when we pump the samples in a region where no grating is present and where, for the Au-Au sample, the sample consists of a 100 + 40 nm single layer of Au, no diffraction was observed. The observation of diffraction also implies that lateral, in-plane diffusion of the electron energy is not strong enough to destroy the grating contrast. This is to be expected considering the large value of 6 µm of the grating period with respect to the typical distance of 200 nm over which electron energy can diffuse in gold [87]. We note that in the measurements on flat bilayer samples, shown in Figure 4.8, the diffracted signal decays faster for Au on Cu than for Au on Au. The reason for this is that Cu has a larger electron-phonon coupling constant which results in a faster diffusion of electron energy out of the probe interaction region near the gold surface. The diffracted signal dynamics for the Cu-Au grating is slower than for the Au-Au grating. This is in sharp contrast to the faster decay we observe for the Au on Cu flat samples in the diffraction experiments described in section 4.4.3. To understand this, it is important to realize that here, the grating is also the result of a spatially periodic electron gas temperature $T_e(t)$ giving rise to a spatially periodic dielectric function. In the case of the two-pump-pulse experiments described in sections 3.4.1 to 3.4.4, the spatially periodic electron gas temperature is the result of excitation of the metal with two spatially and temporally overlapping pump pulses. In contrast, here, using a single pump pulse, immediately after optical excitation before energy diffusion has a significant impact on the electron gas temperature, there is no temperature grating. The electron gas temperature is high, but more or less homogeneous along the glass-Au interface. After a short while, electron gas energy diffusion lowers the electron gas temperature at the glass-Au interface, but at a faster rate above the ridges than above the valleys of the buried grating. The resulting temperature contrast (difference) $\Delta T_e(t)$, leads to a grating in the dielectric constant, in a manner similar to the case where two interfering pump pulses were used. There, however, the lowest temperature in the dark fringes always remains at 297 K and the maximum temperature is reached in the bright fringes immediately after optical excitation. Here, for the buried grating, using calculations based on the two-temperature model as shown in Figure 4.9 (c) and Figure 4.9 (d), we find that the difference temperature shown in Figure 4.9 (d) reaches its maximum at a time when the absolute electron
temperature in the different regions has already dropped significantly as shown in Figure 4.9 (c). The calculated $\Delta T_e$ reaches its maximum value at $\approx 0.8$ ps for Au-Au grating whereas the measured diffracted signal reaches its maximum at 1.3 ps. Similarly, for the Cu-Au grating, the calculated $\Delta T_e$ reaches a maximum value at 1.8 ps whereas the measured diffracted signal reaches a maximum at 3.6 ps. These calculations contain the essential features of the measurement, in particular the slow rise of the difference temperature, which is more pronounced for the 40 nm Au + 100 nm Au sample than for the 40 nm Cu + 00 nm Au sample. We note that the decay curves for the electron temperatures, calculated for 100 nm Au, 140 nm Au, and 40 nm Cu on 100 nm Au, are quasi-parallel as shown in Figure 4.9 (c). This means that small changes in the shape of these signals will have a dramatic effect on the exact time where the difference temperature reaches its maximum.

## 4.5 Conclusion

We have shown pump-probe diffraction measurements of the thermalized electron gas dynamics in single metal layers and in metallic bilayers. Our measurements on Pt/Au samples show a rapid decay in the measured diffracted probe signal, after optical excitation with a pump pulse, indicating a rapid cooling of the electron gas at the gold surface due to the presence of the buried platinum layer. We find that this decay increases with increasing Pt layer thickness. Even for a sample with 5 nm Pt under 150 nm Au, we observe a measurable effect on the shape of the time-dependent diffracted signal as compared to 150 nm Au only, illustrating the sensitivity of electron diffusion near the gold surface on the presence of a buried layer such as Pt. The decay of the diffracted signal is also found to be dependent on the type of buried metal layer and is correlated with the electron-phonon coupling strength of the buried metal. In experiments with a single pump beam, we demonstrate that thermalized electron dynamics can be used for the detection of buried gratings underneath an optically opaque layer of Au. We show that the shape of the time-dependent diffracted signal is different for a Cu grating on Au compared to a Au grating on Au. The peak in the diffracted signal occurs a few picoseconds later compared to what is observed for experiments on non-structured metal layers and bilayer-
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ers. The TTM numerical calculation of the electron temperatures shows good agreement with our measurements. The experiments demonstrate that thermalized electron gas dynamics can be used to detect optically hidden structures underneath metals like gold and hint at the possibility to image periodic and non-periodic, micro- and nano structures buried below opaque metal layers.